I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization problem sometimes requires computationally expensive simulations for calculating its candidate solutions [1] . For such problems, the algorithm has a far fewer function evaluation budget. We develop two improvements of DE that makes it better for these kinds of expensive optimization problems. The first improvement is simply by increasing the number of mutation operation, which creates a tweaked individual, to two operations with different individuals so there would be two tweaked individuals for every selected candidate out of the population. In this case, we increase the exploration rate by finding the best individuals to create the tweaked one so surely it will decrease the time for convergence. While the second improvement is on the way that the DE selects the individuals for the mutation operation, we made the selection like a wheel, to create tweaked individual as result all the individuals in the population will participate in creating the new generation. Many functions have been used to evaluate the candidates of a problem with insufficient results, especially when the candidates are a binary vector, so there are many functions have been invented to solve that kind of problems. The CEC 2015 benchmark is one of those solutions [1] . We tested our algorithms on the all the 15 test functions of the mature test bed Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2015. The performance of DE is controlled by two parameters, mutation factor (or called amplification weight factor) and crossover probability (or called Crossover rate) [8] . Moreover, when DE explores a region of space, it would require using parameters values that different from another region of space for high efficiency of search [9] . There are manyresearches about how to set the [10] At some points, the DE stops generating, or we should say stop tweaking its population's individuals, and this situation called stagnation [11] . These problems have been studied in self-adaptive region, solved by letting the parameters automatically change its value to get out of the local optimum solution [12] . Our work is one of these kind of solutions, since it can escape from the local optimum by selecting the individuals to generate different offspring, and the results showed that there are good results with our work.
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II. DIFFERENTIAL EVALUATION A. Basic Differential Evaluation
Differential Evolution (DE) is a meta-heuristic algorithm for continuous functions [2] . DE was introduced in 1995 by [3] . It was used by many researchers to solve different problems [2] . The generation (the population) updates its individuals in every step, with a tweaked individual that has higher or lower value of the fitness function and that depends on the problem that we deal with. If we were trying to minimize then we will select the individual which has the lowest fitness value. While if we were trying to maximize then we will select the individual which has the highest fitness value [8] . In each iteration of the DE algorithm, the tweaked individual will be generated by using two operations. The first one is Mutation and the second one is Crossover. DE compares the tweaked individual with the current original individual according to the fitness function value and then replace it with the original one (its parent), if it was better, or throw it away if it was worst.
In Mutation, the algorithm selects three vectors out of the population randomly then use one of three schemes defined in DE, DE/rand/bin is one of the popular schemes, to produce a new sample vector (the tweaked vector) [7] . While the Crossover takes that new sample from the Mutation as an input and uses some tweaking on its values [7] . The Mutation operation controlled by an amplification weight factor (a vector lies between 1 and 0). The formula (1) shows the DE/rand/bin Mutation schemes.
Xi,G= Vr1,G + F ( Vr2,G -Vr3,G ) (1) Where X is the tweaked individual after the mutation operation, Vr1,G, Vr2,G and Vr3,G are vectorschosen randomly out of the population and F is an amplification weight factor.While the Crossover operation controlled by a parameter called Crossover rate (Cr), the Crossover operation is simply a probability kind of operations as we see in formula (2) .
Where T is the tweaked individual after the crossover operation, X is the output of the mutation operation and V is the original vector (out of the population) that we trying to generate child by implementing the mutation and the crossover on it. And where rand [1, 0] is an inbuilt function in MATLAB that generates random numbers between 0 and 1. Figure 1 shows briefly the main steps of the basic DE.
B. Enhanced 1 Differential Evaluation
Since the powerful of DE is related to its way to mutate the individuals of its population, the mutation process is the core of DE. The enhancing in E1DE and in E2DE has been made on the mutation process to do a fast convergence as result increasing the exploration. In E1DE the mutation process in each step will take place twice, first one will be by selecting the three individuals randomly and the second one will be by selecting the inverseof the three individuals in first mutation operation and that will produce two different tweaked individuals. After the two tweaked individuals passed throw the crossover operation the E1DE will select the best one and compare it with the current original individual. As usual, it will replace the original one if it was best and throw it away if it was worse. The first mutation process will follow the original schemes, for example, DE/rand/bin, but the second one will depend on the first one to select the individuals out of the population so the order of these two mutation operations should be consecutive. Figure 2 shows the E1DE and how the two mutation operations take place in the main procedure.
C. Enhanced 2 Differential Evaluation
In standard DE, the selection of the three individuals for mutation is randomly and in this way, there is a probability that a good individual will never be chosen to create the tweaked individuals, as we name it, so the Fig. 3 . Pseudo-code of the E2DE algorithm change has been done on selecting the three individuals for mutation. Simply the way that E2DE selects the three individuals will be like a wheel. It will select the first three individuals for the first iteration and then select the second three individuals for the second iteration….till it reaches the last three of the population then it starts from the beginning and figure 3 shows how this operation has been done by using a counter (variable X). In this way, the good individual should be selected one time at least and that is how the time got decreased because the optimal solution will be around the best value we have got. The Mutation operation is still controlled by an amplification weight factor (a vector lies between 1 and 0). The formula (4) shows the new Mutation schemes. 
Where X is the tweaked individual after the mutation operation, Vis a vector chosen randomly out of the population, F is an amplification weight factor and n is the number of individual in our population.
III. BENCHMARK AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS A. Algorithms Parameters
DE, E1DE and E2DE is tested by using all fifteen functions of the Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2015 with 10D problems, 50 individuals in the population, crossover rate (Cr) fixed to 0.7, Function Evaluations (FES) are fixed to 10000 and independent runs are fixed to 30. The random numbers were generated by using the inbuilt unifrnd(Min,Max,Size) function in R2015a MATLAB.
 PC Configurations Operation system: windows 10 Home Processor (CPU): Intel® Pentium® CPU B940 @ 2.00GHZ (2 CPUs) Memory: 4000MB RAM
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the two enhanced DE version has been tested and compared with original DE on fifteen computationally expensive single objective functions which are presented in the Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2015. Two functions of them are unimodal, seven of them are simple multimodal, three of them are hybrid and the rest three of them are composition. We tested our work by setting the benchmark parameters to ten dimensions only (10D) according to the limited space on memory that we have and with thousand function evaluation times. The results compare the best, standard deviation, median, and the time of the three algorithms as shown in Table ( 1). In the table (1) , since the problems are minimization problems, the algorithm with the lowest mean value is better than others. Non algorithm seems to be the best one all the time but here is the fact. When we care about the time more than the result then we can select the enhanced2 differential evaluation algorithm so far. But when we care about the result more than the time then we can select the enhanced1 differential evaluation algorithm.
In Unimodal functions (f1 and f2), the time was on the standard's side, while the mean value was separated between E1DE and D1DE. But for Unimodal functions (f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8 and f9), mean values were all for E2DE and the time was separated between DE and E2DE, that makes E2DE more useful since it has better values and time with many functions. While with Hybrid functions (f10, f11 and f12), the DE has never shown neither in best value of mean nor in time, it looks that E1DEhas the preference with mean value and E2DE in time. Finally, for Composition functions (f13, f14 and f15), the time and mean values are totally distributedbetween the three functions but f13 has ahigh priority since it is best in time and in mean value. Overall, E2DE seems to be the best one of the three functions, it has thebest mean and less computation time most the time.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
DE is a strong and simple meta-heuristic algorithm for continuous numeric search domain and it can reach the optimal solution very fast and faster than the other algorithm as we have seen when we tried to implement other algorithms. DE can reach the optimal solution at the fifty iteration, or maybe less than fifty, and that because the way that DE searches and mutates the candidates (individuals), so we will not need to iterate the DE more than hundred times when we want to implement it on any problem, like feature selection for example, and we can change its parameters to make it work as we want. For future works, the initialization of the DE population could be changed so it will not be random and as result it will reach the optimal solution in less time or we can do a hybrid DE by using any stochastic algorithms like Hill climbing or Tabu search algorithms to find the optimal vectors of any domain then use that vectors as a population initialization for DE. E1DE and E2DE, as we have seen in result section, are good improved Differential Evaluation versions. One of them, E2DE, efficiently reached the optimal solution with taking short evaluation time. That makes E1DE a great improvement on the basic DE. However, E1DE reached the optimal solution when both DE and E2DE were not able to.
